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President’s Piece 
 
Hello members, and in particular, a very warm welcome to new members Carol Koser 
and Nick Slow. 
 
During the Easter break your committee received the terrific news that the club has been 
successful in its application to Brisbane City Council’s ‘Building Stronger Communities’ 
funding program.  QCG will soon receive a grant of $7,500 to assist with marketing and 
membership development.  The grant will provide us the opportunity to enhance our 
website and put into practice a marketing plan which will help the club maintain practical 
membership numbers (we don’t want to get any bigger but would like to more easily 
replace retiring or leaving members), putting the club in a very strong position going 
forward for the next few years. 
 
Many thanks to the individuals who provided letters of support for our application 
including local member Cr Steve Toomey, John Marshall  EFIAP  FAPS  PSQA, QCG 
webmaster Ross Miles, Communify (from which we hire our hall) and Joy Waugh from 
Queensland Academy of Creative Industries. 
 
On a different matter, the club had a wonderful attendance at the Kenmore Library for 
the Tri-Nations judging.  Congratulations to the QCG members whose work was chosen 
to be included in the competition, including the work of many of our new members.  
  
I hope all of you had a peaceful Easter with some time for family and creative pursuits.  
Looking forward to a terrific month ahead, not the least of which will be this month’s 
guest speaker, Rob Heyman. 

 
Anne Pappalardo 
President, Queensland Camera Group 

 
 
  

The GCG Library Exhibition moves to Ashgrove on 4th April 
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Guest Speaker Ben Stoffl 
March 1st 
 
Immediate past President of the Photographic Society of Queensland and an 
accredited PSQ JUDGE, Ben drives from the GC each fortnight to attend QCG.  
Ben has always been in camera clubs and has won many awards including 
international awards. 
 
Ben spoke to QCG on the topic of entering camera club competitions.  Whilst Ben 
warned the topic was fairly dry, he managed to have most of the club in fits of 
laughter throughout his presentation.  Ben went through not only the different 
styles of club competitions including interclub competitions but also made mention 
of international competitions.  
  
He asked the audience why they participated in club competitions and told us he 
does it to ensure he maintains his own standard.  
  
Ben started his presentation by asking the question:  “What is a judge looking for?”   
The answer is that each judge must assess the emotional message of the image, 
as per the PSQ guidelines for judges.  Whilst this is how judges are encouraged to 
judge, the truth is many judges do not like and therefore do not rate what Ben 
called “awful images”.  Ben showed us some confronting social documentary style 
images which we as an audience appreciated for their subject matter and technical 
excellence (and message), but Ben used them as example of great shots which 
never engaged judges because (he believes) the subject is both confronting, and 
to a large degree, complicated.  Ben feels that a harmonious image, that is images 
with a harmonious subject, often receive superior results, as do images which are 
easy to understand or read.  The truth is, most judges judge according to their own 
personal preferences for harmony. 
 
Further to the question of what is a judge looking for; Ben then went through the usual suspects including: 
.  Subject matter – doesn’t always have to be something over the top or located overseas; 
.  Choice of light – Ben recounted the story of a member of another camera club who only shot things around his home, but 
elevated them with beautiful lighting; Ben showed us a series of his own images, those with no special light and then those that 
had been shot specifically to take advantage of the beautiful light (including a beautiful tendril photographed inside Ben’s home, 
featuring a few drops of water courtesy of a syringe and light from a handy lamp). 
.  Simplicity – speaks for itself; 
.  Composition – Ben talked us through his preference for the Golden Mean to maximise harmony in an image instead of Rule of 
Thirds (although he happily demonstrated his own work featuring both techniques).   
.  How well have photographic techniques been applied – including sharpness, exposure, etc. 
 
Ben also noted we often have an emotional affiliation with an image which can cloud our judgement as to whether it will appeal 
to judges.  He referred back to Stewart Parker’s famous quote that an image only needs to please you – the judges are 
secondary to the equation!  However, if you are trying to please judges rather than yourself and feel you may have an emotional 
attachment to an image which is clouding your judgement, get advice!  Show a peer, family member or complete stranger.  
Further, Ben advises if you receive negative feedback on an image, don’t despair.  If you see the point of the advice, then follow 
it.  If you don’t, ignore the advice. 
 
With regard to set subjects, Ben also advised it made sense to allow the set subject to be the hero of the image.  He 
demonstrated with an example of a beautiful image in which the ocean entirely filled the frame, except for a sailing boat in the 
bottom left corner which probably took up 5% of the image.  The set subject was water, but the boat was too eye-catching to be 
ignored – hence, maybe not the best submission for this subject.  
  
When it comes to choosing between entering an image as a DPI or a print, Ben says size matters.  Judges seem to prefer larger 
prints – those that will fit in to the maximum mat of 20 x 16”.  A print fitting into this matt (e.g. a 14 x 11) is very unforgiving – 
your image must be sharp and well exposed.  In contrast, the limitations on pixel size placed on DPI images means they are a 
little more forgiving, particularly if an image is a tiny bit soft.  For DPIs, Ben only features images with a horizontal format.  
Anything vertical he prints. 
 
Article by Anne Pappalardo, photo by Tony FitzGerald 

 
  

Recaps 
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Repeating Shapes and Open, judged by Margaret O’Grady 
Thursday 15th March 
 
Repeating Shapes – the set subject for March at QCG – was judged by Margaret O’Grady 
EFIAP/b GMAPS PSQA.  Margaret is an active member of the Australian Photographic 
Society and current secretary of the Nature Group Council and a member of the APS 
Management Committee. 
 
Margaret complimented the club on the quality of this month’s images which saw terrific 
participation from many new members.  Recommendations coming out of her judging 
included: 
.  the degree of difficulty of a shot as well as its story-telling ability will always score well in 
an image, particularly in international competitions; 
.  with repeating shapes make sure there is somewhere for the eye to rest within the image; 
.  subjects like flowers and fungi need to be the perfect specimen to shoot – if they’re not, a 
little gardening on either surrounding foliage (to neaten the background) or some 
Photoshop gardening will go a long way; 
.  take care to extract appropriate amounts of detail from shadows or dark parts of an 
image. 
 
Article by Anne Pappalardo, photo by Tony FitzGerald 

 
 

Portrait Group 
Saturday 17 March 2018 
 

The Portrait Group's meeting in March began with example 
images forwarded to attendees before the meeting so they could 
analyse photographic portraits and try to determine the 
placement of the studio lights.  It was a fun challenge, allowing 
many to explore styles they mightn't normally use.  See some of 
the images on the club's website Galleries (Special Interest 
Groups - Portraits, March 2018). My thanks to everyone for their 
enthusiasm and hard work.  Watch for future emails with info on 
the April Portrait Group meeting.  

Article by Gaye Edwards, photographs David Bullock & Kathie 
Overeem 

 

Focus Group/Tri Nation Competition Thursday 22st March 
 
On 22

nd
 March the Queensland Camera Group held their judging of the Tri-Nation Competition. It was conducted as an impact 

judging session by 3 judges: Margaret O'Grady, Tina Dial & Anne Russell. Each judge gave each image a score out of 9 with a 
maximum possible score of 27 for an image. 
We had a good roll up of members and everyone enjoyed the evening’s judging. 
 
The scores are as follows: 
 
Westville Camera Club: 392 Qld Camera Group : 343 Stoke Poges : 307 
 
Congratulations to all entrants and to Westville Camera Club for being the overall winner. The judges decided that the image 
‘Twosome at Dawn’ by Howard Gillitt from Westville Camera Club was the champion image. Stoke Poges, the organising club, 
will send confirmation of the final overall results in due course.  

Article by Paul Harrop,  
photos by Tony FitzGerald 
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Photoshoot Outing World Science Festival South Bank 25th March 

 
There were seven keen QCGers who came to South Bank to try their skills at photographing the Street Science weekend of the 
World Science Festival.  We met to discuss our hopes and concerns beforehand.  Topics ranged widely.  We talked about 
neutral density filters and their effect on images.  We discussed our print project images and how they were going.  We talked 
about street photography and how to deal with the public.  
  
Then it was off to see what we could find.  The Bubble Lady, as we called her, was a huge hit!  A stiltwalker, dressed in white, 
she carried a bucket of bubble mixture and a wand with a circle.  She would dip and swing, sending lots of bubbles around her, 
and then children would run and try to catch or pop them. 
 
A few of us found the street photography element of the shoot quite challenging.  There was some discussion of what was 
meant by 'social commentary' or 'social documentary', and we agreed that some more guidance was needed here.  We found 
snails and fossils and artistic balloons and robotic machines.  We watched the water being cleaned for us to drink and being 
cleared of mankind's rubbish.  There were clouds in bottles and snowstorms on plates.  And on and on it went.  Not easy to 
photograph, however.  So definitely a challenge.  
  
After a couple of hours we met again and compared our images and experiences.  Despite some concerns, there were some 
apparently good images.  Sometimes I think we are a bit hard on ourselves!  There was further discussion about Outings and 
some plans were pencilled in. 
 
Next month is April and our Day is Anzac Day.  Choose any service and see what you can find.  If anyone would like to be with 
someone that day, please say so and I'll do my best to connect you with someone. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Article and photos by Esther Andrews 
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March Competition Honours and Merits 
 

Repeating Shapes 

 

Prints Peter Moodie   Inca Terraces    Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   Top Left Please    Honour & Most Apt Title B     

 Alan Don  Stairway To heaven (Or at least a Ride Home) Merit  AB  

 John Kelly   No Flowers for the Young Men  Merit  AB 

 Esther Andrews   Beautiful Flyover    Merit  A 

 Phil Lawrence   Venetian Rhythm    Merit  A 

 Anne Pappalardo   Feather Light    Merit  A 

 Rodney Nancarrow  Cloning Clowns    Merit  A 

 Ken Butler   Nine Pieces    Merit  A 

 Jane McMenamin   Green Fingers    Honour  A 

 George Greenaway  Curves     Honour  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   Pine Spine    Honour  A 

 

  

DPIs Sheridan Scott   San Francisco Peer   Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   Solitude In The Mall   Merit  B 

 Peter Moodie   Holly Arches    Honour  B 

 Joy Melchiori   Silo Stairway    Merit  AB 

 John Kelly   Come Swim With me   Honour  AB 

 Roger Bartlett   Double Power Point   Merit  A 

 Malcolm Bunzli Decorative Organ Pipes St Andrews Cathedral Sydney Merit  A 

 Esther Andrews   Old Repeats With a new Angle  Merit  A 

 Ben Stoffl   Caloocan Transport   Merit  A 

 Phil Lawrence   Astronomical Clock   Merit  A 

 Betty Collerson   Infinity     Honour  A 

 Ross Miles   An Explosion of Shapes   Honour  A 

 Ken Butler   Triple Hearts    Honour  A 

 Rodney Nancarrow  I Had a Shirt Like This Once  Most Apt Title A   

 

Open 

 

Prints Peter Moodie   Where Desert Meets the Sea  Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   storm Battered – Asturian Coast  Honour  B 

 Donald Bryant   Orchid Flower    Merit  AB 

 Rodney Nancarrow Last Lap, We Have a New World Champion – Jason Doyle 2017 Merit A 

 Ken Butler   Waratah     Merit  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   Grey Day At Camel Rock   Merit  A 

 Phil Lawrence   Grand Canal    Merit  A 

 Ben Stoffl   Morning Glow At The Castle  Honour  A 

 Gaye Edwards   Young Harry    Honour  A 

 Anne Pappalardo   Sarah     Honour  A 

 

DPIs Peter Moodie   Heads Above    Merit  B 

 Kathie Overeem   Calmness in Stillness   Merit  B 

Competitions & Events 
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Martin Riley   On The Road To Nowhere   Honour  B 

 Joy Melchiori  Life Is The Art Of Drawing Without An Eraser  Honour  AB 

 Ross Miles   Harbourside Dawn   Merit  A 

 Esther Andrews   Support and with Great Dexterity  Merit  A 

 Ben Stoffl   And Off They Go    Merit  A 

 Rob Dearden   Evening on the Mountains   Merit  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   Note to Self    Merit  A 

 Dorothy Bunzli   No Fishing This Morning   Merit  A 

 Roger Bartlett   Afternoon Delight    Merit  A 

 Malcolm Bunzli   Shades of Green    Merit  A 

 Jane McMenamin   Let’s Join The Parade   Honour  A 

 Gaye Edwards   Acquiring New Tastes   Honour  A 

 

April Competition Guidelines 

Please note: in all competitions the same image must not be submitted as a projected image and a print. 

A Touch Of Red: No set definition – you are encouraged to use your imagination and interpret this subject in your own unique 
style. (Set Subject in memory of Stewart Parker) 

OPEN: Any subject that is treated pictorially, embodying the elements of good design, arrangement or composition, and which 
reflects the personal interpretation of the photographer. 

Note: An image entered for Open should not be able to be entered for the set subject i.e. not just a touch of red in your image for April Open 

May Competition Guidelines 

Portrait: A close-up picture of a person or persons in which the face, facial features as well as facial expressions are 
predominant. May include candid and formal portraits. Must be a live human being.  

 

Guidelines for Entering Monthly Competitions 
Full guidelines for entering QCG Competitions can be found on page 2 of the Handbook: 
 
 http://www.qcg.org.au/pages/handbook.pdf 
 
Please note the naming convention for your DPI files: Subject_Title_Maker_Grade.jpg 
 

(e.g., Landscape_Sunset_John Smith_Agr.jpg) 
 

Upcoming Events  
 
 
Thurs 5 Apr 
  
Thurs 19 Apr 
 
Sat 21 Apr 
 
Wed 25 Apr 
 
Sun 26 Apr 

 

 
GUEST SPEAKER: Rob Heyman  
 
COMPETITION Judging: A TOUCH OF RED and OPEN  
 
PORTRAIT GROUP 1pm-3pm, The Hub, Mt Ommaney 
 
CLUB PHOTOSHOOT – ANZAC Day 
 
FOCUS GROUP 7pm-9pm, Kenmore Library 

 

 
Entries Due: A Touch of Red & Open (Set Subject in memory 
of Stewart Parker)  

 

 
Thurs 3 May 
 
Thurs 17 May 
 
Sat 19 May 
 
Wed 24 May 
 
Sun 27 May 
 

 
GUEST SPEAKER: Andrew Porfyri 
 
COMPETITION Judging: PORTRAIT and OPEN 
 
PORTRAIT GROUP 1pm-3pm, The Hub, Mt Ommaney 
  
FOCUS GROUP 7pm-9pm, Kenmore Library 
 
CLUB PHOTOSHOOT – TBA 
 

 
Entries Due: Portrait & Open 
 

 
 

Special Interest Group Meetings 
 
Portraiture Saturday 21 April  Saturday 19 May  Saturday 16 June 

 
Focus Group Thursday 26 April  Thursday 24 May  Thursday 28 June 

 

 

http://www.qcg.org.au/pages/handbook.pdf
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Upcoming QCG Guest Speakers 
 
 
Thursday 5

th
 April – Rob Heyman 

 
Rob Heyman is a Brisbane based portrait and black and white photographer who is in demand both across Australia and 
worldwide.  Rob’s approach to portraiture photography is to choose natural outdoor locations for the optimal light conditions and 
backgrounds.  His folio of award winning images is testament to his remarkable talent.  Check out some of his amazing work on 
his website - http://www.robheymanphotography.com.au/portrait/   
In Gaye Edward’s own words, Rob’s “photographic knowledge is boundless, his portraiture charming…..he is respectful and 
thoroughly inspiring”.  He will, without a doubt, be great to listen to. 
We will have the opportunity to hear Rob speak and learn from the vast knowledge and experience in portrait and black and 
white photography.  Rob is also very keen to ensure he focuses on issues which are of interest to club members.  He has be 
given feedback on specific items of interest from club members to include and address on the evening.  
 
 
Thursday 3

rd
 May - Andrew Porfyri 

  
Andrew Porfyri is a successful Brisbane based professional commercial and portrait photographer who has worked both locally 
and internationally. With over 20 years industry experience, Andrew merges creative flair with technical skills to produce images 
that are highly recognised throughout the industry. http://porfyri.com.au/  
From basic product shots and corporate portraits, general workplace images, through to food, architecture and commercial 
photography he has extensive experience in producing strong images tailored to individual clients. He also has experience 
major project photography and has for example visited an open cut mine in Northern Queensland, been invited to an operating 
theatre and have flown all over the globe to photograph resorts etc. 
Andrew will be talking about his life as a professional photographer and will be giving us some tips on “industrial” photography 
prior to our upcoming May set topic.  He has promised to include lots of images in his talk. 
 
Articles by Tony FitzGerald 
 
 

Annual Event   

Events 

 

http://www.robheymanphotography.com.au/portrait/
http://porfyri.com.au/
http://porfyri.com.au/products/
http://porfyri.com.au/commercial-photography/corporate-photography/
http://porfyri.com.au/blog-commercial/
http://porfyri.com.au/food/
http://porfyri.com.au/architecture/
http://porfyri.com.au/blog-commercial/
http://porfyri.com.au/blog-commercial/
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QCG Work, Rest and Play 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 QUEENSLAND CAMERA GROUP INC. 
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